MEDIA RELEASE

Newport® receives top honors from buy-side investors in The TRADE’s 2015
EMS Survey
Instinet lands on “Vendor Roll of Honor” for third consecutive year
New York – November 3, 2015 – For the third consecutive year, Instinet Incorporated today announced it has
been included in The TRADE’s “Vendor Roll of Honor” for its annual 2015 Global Execution Management
System (EMS) Survey.
Instinet’s premier trading and award winning global, multi-asset platform, Newport 3, was named as a top
performer in seven of 13 functional categories:








Reliability and Availability
Client Service Personnel
Ease of Use
Timeliness of Updating with Broker Enhancements
Breadth of Direct Connections to Venues
Product Development - Planning and Delivery
Overall Cost of Operation

In the Overall Performance category, Instinet was also top ranked by hedge fund clients.
“The results of this latest survey are a testament to Instinet’s continuing investment in Newport 3, in terms of
our technology and our people. Instinet continues to constantly innovate, and Newport's ability to find solutions
in an ever-changing market is essential, especially as our clients navigate the current trading landscape. We
understand that workflow efficiency and robust performance are vital to the success of today’s dealing desk,”
said Scott Bradley, Head of EMS and Sales Analytics for Instinet Europe Limited in London.
This year’s survey results were determined by more than 250 buy-side evaluations, covering more than 20
technology providers.
Full details of the survey are available in the current issue of The TRADE.
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About Instinet
As the equity execution services arm of the Nomura Group, Instinet Incorporated’s subsidiaries provide
independent, agency brokerage services to clients throughout the world. Through its advanced suite of
electronic trading tools, experienced high-touch trading group and unparalleled access to insightful content and
unique agency liquidity, Instinet helps institutions lower overall trading costs and ultimately improve investment
performance. Over the course of its 40+ year history, Instinet has introduced a range of now industry-standard
trading technologies as well as the world’s first major electronic trading venue, one of the first U.S. ECNs and,
the Chi-X businesses. For more information, please visit instinet.com.
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